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Abstract - Iris recognition is one of the biometric 

authentication system available today to authenticate the human 

being. It is more accurate and reliable identification system. An 

edge in an image may be known as a set of connected pixels that 

forms a boundary of disjoint regions. Edge detection is a method 

of segmenting regions of discontinuity from an edge which is 

not only used for segmentation but also useful for object 

recognition, target tracking etc., Hence the edge detection is one 

of the most important methods of image processing [1]. This 

proposed technique describes the detection of edges along with 

its feature in an image. In this paper, morphological operations 

such as closing and dilation are used to detect the edges in the 

input image. The iris boundary detection process by edge 

indication map (ACM),  in the first stage, abnormal human eye 

iris is pre-processed by Otsu multiple Thresholding, piecewise 

Hough transformation to enhance the iris portion. Image 

obtained by applying the proposed algorithm are compared with 

previously used edge detectors like SOBEL,CANNY and 

PREWITT detectors. The results showed better value and 

quality to proposed method then the traditional edge detector 

operators. 

Keywords: Segmentation, edge detection, Morphological 

Operations; Sobel; Prewitt; Canny 

 
INTRODUCTION 

          This paper present a biometric identification is one of the 

technologies used for automated personal identification. Iris 

recognition is biometric-based identification method which are 

more reliable and accurate authentication system. In this chapter 

localized energy based active contour model it has a random 

morphogenesis and no genetic penetrance [20]. In  1987 L.Flom 

and A.Safir[8] studied the problem and concluded that iris 

morphology remains stable through all human life. As well 

estimated the 

probability for two similar irises on distinct persons at 1 in 10
72

 

[17]. This proposed method is tested with the eye images 

obtained from UBIRS database. Its main purpose is the 

evaluation of robust iris identification methodologies. The 

existing iris databases CASIR.  

        

        A statistical approach done by Amiya et al., [7] proposed a 

method  which is based on the neighbourhood pixels using a pre-

defined intensity range and simple statistical approach. In this 

approach, they determine all edge pixels of image and removed 

noise from the output. By comparing this edge and other 

detectors of edge, some measurements are evaluated such as true 

positive, false positive, and false negative. By using these 

measurements statistical analysis are calculated such as intensity 

values or edges. There are many traditional methods of edge 

detection using various edge detectors like sobel, Prewitt and 

canny and other methods like gradient based methods, 

Morphological processing[2]. a set of one-dimensional signal, 

extracted from the iris image using the illumination intensity 

value and Chan-Vese algorithm for edge detection are used to 

detect the iris. An integral differential operator for automatic 

segmentation of an iris is developed in [9]. 

        Most segmentation models in the literature assume the 

sobel operator performs a 2-D spatial gradient measurement on 

an image and emphasizes the regions of high spatial frequency  

that correspond to edges. 
Typically it is used to find the approximate absolute gradient 

magnitude at each point in an input gray scale image. The 

convolution masks of the sobel detector are: 
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       The    sobel  edge  detection technique is similarto that of 

the roberts cross algorithm.Despite the design of sobel and 

robert are common, the main difference is the kernels that are 

used to obtain to image. The prewitt edge detector is an 

appropriate way to estimate the magnitude and orientation ot an 

edge.The prewitt operator is limited to 8  possile orientation. 

The canny edge detector smoothens the image to eliminate noise 

in the first step and finds the image Is considered as an edge. 

The magnitude, or edge strength, of the gradient is the 

approximated using 

                         │G│=│Gx│+│Gy│    

   

1 0 1 

0 0 0 

-1 -1 -1 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 
   This proposed method uses a relevant methodology was 

presented by flom and safir[8], many distinct approaches have 

been proposed. In 1993, J.Daugman [3] presents one of the most 

relevant methodologies, constituting the basis  of many 

functioning systems. On the segmentation stage, this author 

introduces an integro differential operator to find both the iris 

inner and outer borders. We used Otsu’ s [15] thresholding 

technique to obtain the binary image. Otsu is a well known 

automatic thresholding method which produce efficient binary 

image. Wildes [17] proposes iris segmentation through a 

gradient based binary edge map contruction followed by circular 

hough transform. 

 

         The localized energy based active contour segmentation 

method need to define the initial mask for automatic 

segmentation. This method uses a automatic approach to define 

the initial mask based on width and height of the given input 

image. This methodology is the most widely used, being 

proposed with minor several varients in [3] [11],[14],[17],[19] 

and [20]. One simple method [16] proposes on threholds and 

function maximization in order to obtain two  parameters 

corresponding to iris inner and outer borders. 

 

        One iris detection [7] method based on priori iris 

ientification. The image is then transformed into polar 

coordinates and the iris outer approach may fail in case of non-

concentric iris and pupil. Morphologic operators were applied  

[21] to obtain iris borders. They detect the inner border by 

applying threshol, opening and image closing and the outer 

border with threshold, closing and opening sequence. 

     

            Liam and Chekima’s this method iris segmentation 

approach [16], is based on the fact that the pupil is typically 

darker than th iris and the iris darker than the sclera. These 

authors propose the use of a thresholding technique that converts 

the initial captured grayscale image to binary.  

 

          The threshold must be exactly calculated in order to join 

the pupil and the iris together in a dark region. That both 

components have circular from( iris and evolving curve. In order 

to optimize the local energy on each localized region, each point 

is consider  pupil), the next step the local region-based energy 

framework is computed for guiding the ACM to evolve on the 

image border. The mask radius r and centre coordinates (x,y) 

will be defined by maximizing equation(1) 

 

S=  (x + rcos θ , y + rsin θ )
2𝜋

𝜃=0
    (1) 

 

To compute these local energies,local neighborhoods are spilt 

into local interior and local exterior by the gradient to highlight 

regions with high spatial derivatives.Then, it performs tracking 

along these regions and suppresses any pixel that is not at the 

maximum level of intensity, thereby the gradient array is 

reduced and thus being used to follow the  next step consists in 

eliminating all image.  

         Considered  separately, and move to minimize or 

maximize the energy computed in its own local region. The 

energy optimization is then done by fitting a model to each local 

region. 

 

(x-x0)
2
 + (y-y0)

2
  = r

2
                             (2) 

 
The location (x0, y0 ,r) with the minimum value of Hough space 

is chosen as the parameter vector for the proposed work defined 

a hybrid method to eye iris boundary detection process. Here we 

implemented two-step process for eye iris boundary detection 

and flowchart given in Fig 2: 
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      By using these measurements statistical analysis are 

calculated for canny, sobel, and prewitt proposed edge detection 

algorithm. A work done y iris and Khunsnul [8] summarized that 

detecting  the eye iris edge using the techniques canny and sobel 

method. Thus proposed work analyzed the best among three 

based on their mean and standard deviation value and produced 

the good pattern of eye iris. This is done by using Otsu multiple 

threshold given three regions of background, edge indication 

map obtained from maximum traditional edge detectors. The 

performance of proposed work compared with gold standard 

using evaluation parameters. 

 This proposed algorithm aims to find the edge of images with 

feature to be efficient in the existing methods. This method gets 

the input as gray scale or colour image, but the methods reported 

in the literature process colour image. The compared in this 

paper also do not considered colour image for processing. The 

edge s of the image are detected by subtracting the inner small 

details from the outer larger details. In Otsu method we 

exhaustively search for the threshold that minimizes the intra-

class variance of the two classes: 

𝜎𝜔
2

 (t) =ω1 (t) 𝜎1
2(t) + ω2 (t) 𝜎2

2(t)             (3) 

Weights ωi are the probabilities of the two classes separated by a 

threshold t and 𝜎𝑖
2

 are variance of these classes. Otsu shoes that 

minimizing the intra-class variance is the same as maximizing 

inter-class variance. 

𝜎𝑏
2

 (t) =σ
2
- 𝜎𝜔

2
 (t) =ω1 (t) ω2(t) [𝜇1(t)- 𝜇2(t)]

2 

Where ω1 (t) is computed from the histogram as t: 

ω1 (t) = p(i)
t

0
                                               (4) 

Summary of the steps involved in this proposed method is given 

below 

Step 1: Start the process. 

Step 2: Input the eye images. 

Step 3: If the original image is colour image then  

             convert it into gray  scale image 

Step 4:Define the color image convert to the sobel,  

             canny, prewitt image        

      

Step 5: Obtain the segmented eye  iris image 

 

Step 6:Define the initial mask for the second level  

            segmentation and segment the iris based on  

            the same ACM 

 

Step 7: Obtain the final segmented iris image and     

            canny, sobel, prewitt output images  

 

 
 

 

Fig:2 Flow chart of the proposed method 

Piecewise Hough Transformation helps to get continuous eye 

iris boundary in the output image obtained from Otsu multiple 

Thresholding method 

 

F(x,y)= 
𝒍 − 𝟏

𝒈(𝒙,𝒚)
 
𝒈 𝒙,𝒚 <𝑡𝟐

𝐠 𝐱,𝐲 <𝒕𝟐
                          (5) 

 

The traditional edge detection techniques are applied to as show 

transformed image and the results are show in Fig:3 each edge 

operator gives slightly varying eye iris boundary position and 

not continuous boundary pixels. Eye iris detection is very 

sensitive because that is the border between normal and 

abnormal iris images. The proposed method used LEB active 

contour Model from existing edge detection techniques 
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Fig.3: (a) Original Image  (b) Gray Image 

(c) Initialization Eye Image  (d) Segmented eye iris Image  

(e) Sobel Image (f) Canny Image (g) Prewitt Image. 

Popular and effective five edge detectors namely, Sobel, Canny 

and Prewitt were used to generate the edges of transformed 

image. To resolve the biometric of each detector, a hydride 

scheme is used to generate final ACM based on maximum 

scheme select a pixels as a representative to ACM is it appears 

as edge in three or more edge detection method.   

 

Dataset Used 

     In this paper, we used  expand UBIRS [20], a new public and 

free iris database available in the internet. UBIRIS provides 

images with different types of segmentation, simulating image 

captured without or with minimal collaboration from the 

subjects, pretending to become an effective resource for the 

evaluation and development of robust iris identification 

methodologies. UBIRIS database is composed of 1877 images 

collected from 241 persons during September, 2004 in two 

distinct sessions. It is one of the world’s largest public and frely 

available iris database.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

    In this method, we used images from UBIRS to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed  method. The presented procedure 

is implemented using Matlab 7.8. To analyze and evaluate the 

performance of the proposed technique, the images obtained y 

applying the algorithm are compared with existing standard 

detectors like SOBEL, PREWITT and CANNY detectors. It is 

fact that the results obtained by the proposed algorithm are 

better than the edge detectors reported in literature. 

 

      Edge detection quality is assessed, by the comparison of 

edges proposed in the output image. Obtained from proposed 

method with those of existing edge detectors such as canny, 

sobel and prewitt operators. Among those three methods canny 

produces better results through it has little more execution time. 

It is accepted because canny creates. 

      

    A selected sample image from the eye dataset along with the 

segmentation result by the proposed and expert method are show 

in fig. 5.1. In fig 5.2. the original eye image given  respectively.  

We can get the iris pattern and may be compared with the 

already stored pattern for verification and identification of the 

person. However, the proposed work results are better than the 

canny edge boundary detection in terms of edge details and 

feature information. 

 
Fig:4,(a)Original Image(b)GrayColour Image 
(c) Binary Image   (d) Iteration eye Image  (e) Segmented Image 
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Fig:5,  (a) Original Image   (b) Sobel Image   

   (c) Canny Image    (d) Prewitt Image 

 

 

 
Fig:6,  (a) Original Image   (b) Sobel Image   

   (c) Canny Image    (d) Prewitt Image 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

        This aim of the proposed algorithm to detect the edges in 

the algorithm to detect the edges in the gray scale or colour 

image boundary detection and segmentation eye iris images. 

This work produced the effective result of detecting the iris 

boundary in the abnormal eye image. This method gives better 

results compared with gold standard image details within it are 

exposed first and it is removed from the outer image to get the 

detailed edge. Finally the edges are enhanced to make low 

contrast edges visible in the image. In this performance of the 

proposed algorithm is significant than other methods with 

respect to edge quality and execution time. In both segmentation 

stages we defined the initial mask manually. We shall automate 

this is our future work.   
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